
. Spring 2011 Netlibrary eBooks
1 #Dreamtweet : enlightened inspiration from a rock and roll guru /by Joe Heuer ; 
2 #MOJOtweet : 140 bite-sized ideas on how to get and keep Mojo /by Marshall 

Goldsmith ; foreword by Mitchell Levy.
3 A comprehensive dictionary of mathematics /chief editor & compiler, Roger 
4 A history of personality psychology : theory, science, and research from Hellenism to 

the twenty-first century /Frank Dumont.
5 A mathematical tapestry : demonstrating the beautiful unity of mathematics /Peter 

Hilton, Jean Pedersen ; with illustrations by Sylvie Donmoyer.
6 A Womans guide to successful negotiating : how to convince, collaborate, & create 

your way to agreement /Lee E. Miller ; Jessica Miller.
7 Adoption and surrogate pregnancy /Faith Merino ; foreword by Pamela Anne 
8 American bards : Walt Whitman and other unlikely candidates for national poet 
9 American lives : a reader /edited by Alicia Christensen ; introduction by Tobias Wolff.

10 Arthritis sourcebook : basic consumer health information about the risk factors, 
symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, juvenile 
arthritis, gout, infectious arthritis, and auto-immune disorders associated with arthritis, 

11 Asthma information for teens : health tips about managing asthma and related 
concerns including facts about asthma causes, triggers and symptoms, diagnosis, 

12 At the precipice : Americans north and south during the secession crisis /Shearer 
13 Beginning life /Miriam Boleyn-Fitzgerald.
14 Being happy : you don't have to be perfect to lead a richer, happier life /Tal Ben-
15 Best little stories from the Civil War : more than 100 true stories /by C. Brian Kelly ; with 
16 Black dogs and blue words : depression and gender in the age of self-care /Kimberly 
17 Blood and circulatory disorders sourcebook : basic consumer health information 

about blood and circulatory system disorders, such as anemia, leukemia, lymphoma, 
Rh disease, hemophilia, thrombophilia, other bleeding and clotting deficiencies, and 
artery, vascular, and venous diseases, including facts about blood types, blood 
donation, bone marrow and stem cell transplants, tests and medications, and tips for 
maintaining circulatory health; along with a glossary of related terms and a list of 

18 Blowout in the Gulf : the BP oil spill disaster and the future of energy in America 
/William R. Freudenburg and Robert Gramling.

19 Body, mind and healing after Jung : a space of questions /edited by Raya A. Jones.
20 Border war : fighting over slavery before the Civil War /Stanley Harrold.
21 Brain disorders sourcebook : basic consumer health information about acquired and 

traumatic brain injuries, brain tumors, cerebral palsy and other genetic and 
congenital brain disorders, infections of the brain, epilepsy, and degenerative 
neurological disorders such as dementia, huntington disease, and amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (ALS) : along with information on brain structure and function, 
treatment and rehabilitation options, a glossary of terms related to brain disorders, 

22 Brain storm : the flaws in the science of sex differences /Rebecca M. Jordan-Young.
23 Brand NFL : making and selling america's favorite sport /Michael Oriard.
24 Bringing down high blood pressure /Chad A. Rhoden, with Sarah Wiley Schein.
25 By any greens necessary : a revolutionary guide for black women who want to eat 

great, get healthy, lose weight, and look phat /Tracye Lynn McQuirter.



26 Cancer sourcebook for women : basic consumer health information about 
gynecologic cancers and other cancers of special concern to women, including 
cancers of the breast, cervix, colon, lung, ovaries, thyroid, and uterus ; along with 
facts about benign conditions of the female reproductive system, cancer risk 

27 Class, race, gender, and crime : the social realities of justice in America /Gregg 
Barak, Paul Leighton, and Jeanne Flavin.

28 Coming out under fire : the history of gay men and women in World War II /Allan 
B{acute}erub{acute}e ; with a new foreword by John D'Emilio & Estelle B. Freedman.

29 Complementary and alternative medicine sourcebook : basic consumer health 
information about ayurveda, acupuncture, aromatherapy, chiropractic care, diet-
based therapies, guided imagery, herbal and vitamin supplements, homeopathy, 
hypnosis, massage, meditation, naturopathy, Pilates, reflexology, reiki, shiatsu, tai chi, 
traditional Chinese medicine, yoga, and other complementary and alternative 
medical therapies ; along with statistics, tips for selecting a practitioner, treatments 

30 Confronting theory : the psychology of cultural studies /Philip Bell.
31 Connecting teachers, students, and standards : strategies for success in diverse and 

inclusive classrooms /Deborah L. Voltz, Michele Jean Sims, Betty Nelson.
32 Contemplating maternity in an era of choice : explorations into discourses of 

reproduction /edited by Sara Hayden and D. Lynn O'Brien Hallstein.
33 Contending with terrorism : roots, strategies, and responses /edited by Michael E. 
34 Conversations for change : 12 ways to say it right when it matters most /Shawn Kent 
35 Conversations with great teachers /Bill Smoot.
36 Cooking in other women's kitchens : domestic workers in the South, 1865-1960 
37 Coolfarming : turn your great idea into the next big thing /Peter Gloor.
38 Culture wars and enduring American dilemmas /Irene Taviss Thomson.
39 Delusions and the madness of the masses /Lawrie Reznek.
40 Demystify math, science, and technology : creativity, innovation, and problem 

solving /Dennis Adams and Mary Hamm.
41 Drowning in oil : BP and the reckless pursuit of profit /Loren C. Steffy.
42 Dyslexia and depression : the hidden sorrow : an investigation of cause and effect 
43 Electra vs Oedipus : the drama of the mother-daughter relationship /Hendrika C. 
44 Enchantments of the clinic : power, eroticism, and illusion in the clinical relationship 
45 End procrastination now! : get it done with a proven psychological approach 
46 Engines of innovation : the entrepreneurial university in the twenty-first century 
47 Entering the fray : gender, politics, and culture in the New South /edited by 

Jonathan Daniel Wells and Sheila R. Phipps.
48 Environmental health sourcebook : basic consumer health information about the 

environment and its effects on human health ... /edited by Laura Larsen.
49 Faces of America : how 12 extraordinary people discovered their pasts /Henry Louis 
50 Fear itself : reasoning the unreasonable /edited by Stephen Hessel and 
51 First fruits of freedom : the migration of former slaves and their search for equality in 

Worcester, Massachusetts, 1862-1900 /Janette Thomas Greenwood.
52 Fit nurse : your total plan for getting fit and living well /Gary Scholar.
53 Genetic disorders sourcebook : basic consumer health information about heritable 

disorders, including disorders resulting from abnormalities in specific genes ... /edited 
54 Getting to grips with Asperger syndrome : understanding adults on the autism 
55 Globalization and Islamism : beyond fundamentalism /Nevzat Soguk.



56 Gluten-free, hassle-free : a simple, sane, dietitian-approved program for eating your 
way back to health /Marlisa Brown ; illustrations by Kenneth Brown and William 

57 God in the details : American religion in popular culture /edited by Eric Michael 
58 Greater freedom : the evolution of the civil rights struggle in Wilson, North Carolina 
59 Greenhouse governance : addressing climate change in America /Barry G. Rabe, 
60 Growing up in America : the power of race in the lives of teens /Brad Christerson, 

Korie L. Edwards, and Richard Flory.
61 Handwriting : discover the mysteries of writing /edited & compiled by Dora Kimberly.
62 Hard goals : the secret to getting from where you are to where you want to be /Mark 
63 Haunted by atrocity : Civil War prisons in American memory /Benjamin G. Cloyd.
64 How risky is it, really? : why our fears don't always match the facts /David Ropeik.
65 How to live a low-carbon life : the individual's guide to tackling climate change 
66 Hypocrisy unmasked : dissociation, shame, and the ethics of inauthenticity /Ronald 
67 Identity economics : how our identities shape our work, wages, and well-being 

/George A. Akerlof and Rachel E. Kranton.
68 Implicit motives /edited by Oliver C. Schultheiss, Joachim C. Brunstein.
69 Impulse control disorders /edited by Elias Aboujaoude, Lorrin M. Koran.
70 Increase your influence at work /Perry McIntosh and Richard A. Luecke.
71 Inspiring the best in students /Jonathan C. Erwin.
72 Interactions and intersections of gendered bodies at work, at home and at play 
73 Interpersonal trust during childhood and adolescence /edited by Ken J. Rotenberg.
74 Introduction to counselling survivors of interpersonal trauma /Christiane Sanderson.
75 Introduction to cultural ecology /Mark Q. Sutton and E.N. Anderson.
76 Introduction to Ramsey spaces /Stevo Todorcevic.
77 Jim Crow's counterculture : the blues and Black southerners, 1890-1945 /R.A. Lawson.
78 Joy at work, work at joy : living and working mindfully every day /Joan Marques.
79 Keeping kids fit : a family plan for raising active, healthy children /Len Saunders.
80 Keeping the whole child healthy and safe : reflections on best practices in learning, 

teaching, and leadership /edited by Marge Scherer.
81 King cotton in modern America : a cultural, political, and economic history since 
82 Language diversity in the classroom /John Edwards.
83 Latent inhibition : cognition, neuroscience, and applications to schizophrenia 

/edited by R.E. Lubow and Ina Weiner.
84 Laughing and learning : an alternative to shut up and listen /Peter M. Jonas.
85 Leading with emotional intelligence : hands-on strategies for building confident and 

collaborative star performers /Reldan S. Nadler.
86 Learn the art of group discussions /edited by Richard Jefferson.
87 Learning communities 2.0 : educating in the age of empowerment /William G. 
88 Learning to love math : teaching strategies that change student attitudes and get 
89 Literary trails of the North Carolina Piedmont : a guidebook /Georgann Eubanks ; 

photographs by Donna Campbell.
90 Made in America : a social history of American culture and character /Claude S. 
91 Male sexuality :why women don't understand it-- and men don't either /Michael 
92 MATLAB : an introduction with applications /Rao V. Dukkipati.
93 Meditation : road to spiritual freedom /edited and compiled by John M. Lewis.
94 Meeting students where they live : motivation in urban schools /Richard L. Curwin.



95 Mental health information for teens : health tips about mental wellness and mental 
illness : including facts about mental and emotional health, depression and other 
mood disorders, anxiety disorders, behavior disorders, self-injury, psychosis, 

96 More health, less care : how to take charge of your medical care and write your 
own personal prescription for lifelong health /Peter J. Weiss.

97 Mortgage confidential : what you need to know that your lender won't tell you 
98 Mosquito soldiers : malaria, yellow fever, and the course of the American Civil War 
99 NC State basketball : 100 years of innovation /Tim Peeler & Roger Winstead ; 

100 New developments in theoretical and conceptual approaches to job stress /edited 
by Pamela L. Perrewe, Daniel C. Ganster.

101 Newcomers, outsiders, & insiders :immigrants and American racial politics in the early 
twenty-first century /Ronald Schmidt Sr. ... [et al.].

102 Numbers rule your world : the hidden influence of probability and statistics on 
103 Numerical methods /Rao V. Dukkipati.
104 Numerical notation : a comparative history /Stephen Chrisomalis.
105 Nutrition and weight management /Lori A. Smolin and Mary B. Grosvenor.
106 On the front lines of the Cold War : an American correspondent's journal from the 

Chinese Civil War to the Cuban Missile Crisis and Vietnam /Seymour Topping.
107 Our toxic world a guide to hazardous substances in our everyday lives /project by 

Toxics Link ; script by Aniruddha Sen Gupta ; illustrations by Priya Kuriyan.
108 Parenting and teaching the gifted /Rosemary Callard-Szulgit.
109 Perfect phrases for leadership development : hundreds of ready-to-use phrases for 

guiding employees to reach the next level /by Meryl Runion, Wendy Mack.
110 Pharmaceutics : drug delivery and targeting /Yvonne Perrie, Thomas Rades.
111 Practice makes perfect algebra /by Carolyn Wheater.
112 Practice makes perfect geometry /Carolyn Wheater.
113 Preparing teachers : building evidence for sound policy /Committee on the Study of 

Teacher Preparation Programs in the United States, Center for Education, Division of 
114 Prison and the penal system /Michael Newton.
115 Punishment for sale : private prisons, big business, and the incarceration binge 
116 Pursuit of unity : a political history of the American South /Michael Perman.
117 Reluctant rebels : the Confederates who joined the Army after 1861 /Kenneth W. 
118 Rich, free, and miserable : the failure of success in America /John Brueggemann.
119 Rude democracy : civility and incivility in American politics /Susan Herbst.
120 Salem health : psychology & mental health /editor, Nancy A. Piotrowski.
121 Same-sex marriage in the Americas : policy innovation for same-sex relationships 

/edited by Jason Pierceson, Adriana Piatti-Crocker, and Shawn Schulenberg.
122 SAS/OR 9.22 user's guide : bills of material processing.
123 SAS/OR 9.22 user's guide : constraint programming.
124 SAS/OR 9.22 user's guide : local search optimization .
125 SAS/OR 9.22 user's guide : mathematical programming.
126 SAS/OR 9.22 user's guide : project management.
127 Schaum's outlines, advanced calculus /Robert Wrede, Murray R. Spiegel.
128 Schools that succeed, students who achieve : profiles of programs helping all 
129 Sells like teen spirit : music, youth culture, and social crisis /Ryan Moore.
130 Sex, power and consent : youth culture and the unwritten rules /Anastasia Powell.
131 Snoring : causes, diagnosis and treatment /Eugene Lefebvre and Renaud Moreau, 



132 Social status and cultural consumption /edited by Tak Wing Chan.
133 Special education in the 21st century /MaryAnn T. Burton, editor.
134 Statistics /Sandra McCune.
135 Stem cell research : medical applications and ethical controversies /Joseph Panno.
136 Still broken : understanding the U.S. health care system /Stephen M. Davidson.
137 Stress (causes, prevention & cure) /S.K. Subramaniam.
138 Studies on the abuse and decline of reason : text and documents /edited by Bruce 
139 Successful classroom management : real-world, time-tested techniques for the most 

important skill set every teacher needs /Richard H. Eyster and Christine Martin.
140 Suicidal behaviour : assessment of people-at-risk /edited by Updesh Kumar, Manas K. 
141 Super-scenic motorway : a Blue Ridge Parkway history /Anne Mitchell Whisnant.
142 Supporting early mathematical development : practical approaches to play-based 
143 Surrounded by geniuses : unlocking brilliance in yourself, your colleagues and your 

organization /Alan S. Gregerman.
144 The 200 superfoods that will save your life /Deborah A. Klein.
145 The acid alkaline balance diet : an innovative program that detoxifies your body's 

acidic waste to prevent disease and restore overall health /Felicia Drury Kliment.
146 The adolescent and adult neuro-diversity handbook : Asperger's syndrome, ADHD, 

dyslexia, dyspraxia and related conditions /Sarah Hendrickx ; with a chapter on 
147 The anthropology of health and healing /Mari Womack.
148 The birth partner handbook : everything you need to know for a healthy, positive 
149 The calculus of selfishness /Karl Sigmund.
150 The Cambridge handbook of forensic psychology /edited by Jennifer M. Brown and 
151 The coasts of Carolina : seaside and sound country /Bland Simpson and Scott Taylor.
152 The Confederate and neo-Confederate reader : the "great truth" about the "lost 

cause" /edited by James W. Loewen and Edward H. Sebesta.
153 The domination of fear /edited by Mikko Canini.
154 The edutainer : connecting the art and science of teaching /Brad Johnson and 
155 The encyclopedia of Alzheimer's disease /Carol Turkington and Deborah Mitchell ; 
156 The encyclopedia of sleep and sleep disorders /Charles P. Pollak, Michael J. Thorpy, 
157 The end of modernity : what the financial and environmental crisis is really telling us 
158 The experiential learning toolkit : blending practice with concepts /Colin Beard.
159 The fats of life : essential fatty acids in health and disease /Glen D. Lawrence.
160 The future of genetics : beyond the human genome project /Russ Hodge ; foreword 
161 The happiest kid on campus : a parent's guide to the very best college experience 

(for you and your child) /Harlan Cohen.
162 The house on Diamond Hill : a Cherokee plantation story /Tiya Miles.
163 The importance of average : playing the game of school to increase success and 

achievement /Stephen J. Farenga ... [et al.].
164 The international handbook of gender and poverty : concepts, research, policy 
165 The last economic superpower : the retreat of globalization, the end of American 

dominance, and what we can do about it /Joseph P. Quinlan.
166 The Latino migration experience in North Carolina : new roots in the Old North State 
167 The North Carolina gazetteer : a dictionary of Tar Heel places and their history 
168 The nurturing teacher : managing the stress of caring /Kjersti VanSlyke-Briggs ; 
169 The Obama effect : multidisciplinary renderings of the 2008 campaign /edited by 

Heather E. Harris, Kimberly R. Moffitt, and Catherine R. Squires.



170 The power of purpose : find meaning, live longer, better /Richard J. Leider.
171 The Reagan persuasion : charm, inspire, and deliver a winning message /James C. 
172 The seven-day total cleanse : a revolutionary juice fast and yoga plan to purify your 

body and clarify your mind /Mary McGuire-Wien with Jill Parsons Stern.
173 The shock of the news : media coverage and the making of 9/11 /Brian A. Monahan.
174 The social validity manual : a guide to subjective evaluation of behavior 

interventions in applied behavior analysis /Stacy L. Carter.
175 The teachers we need vs. the teachers we have : realities and the possibilities 
176 The truth about ADHD and other neurobiological disorders /Robert N. Golden, 

general editor ; Fred L. Peterson, general editor ; Karen H. Meyers, principal author.
177 The truth about rape /Robert N. Golden, general editor, Fred Peterson, general 

editor ; Kathryn Hilgenkamp, Judith Harper, Elizabeth Boskey contributing author[s].
178 The world turned inside out : American thought and culture at the end of the 20th 
179 Think yourself successful : rewire your mind, become confident, and achieve your 
180 To right these wrongs : the North Carolina Fund and the battle to end poverty and 

inequality in 1960s America /Robert R. Korstad and James L. Leloudis ; with 
181 Torchbearers of democracy : African American soldiers in World War I era /Chad L. 
182 Totally positive matrices /Allan Pinkus.
183 Tourette syndrome /M. Foster Olive ; foreword by Pat Levitt.
184 Unequal health : how inequality contributes to health or illness /Grace Budrys.
185 Well-read lives : how books inspired a generation of American women /Barbara 
186 What teachers really need to know about formative assessment /Laura Greenstein.
187 What's luck got to do with it? : the history, mathematics, and psychology behind the 

gambler's illusion /Joseph Mazur.
188 What's wrong with our schools : and how we can fix them /Michael C. Zwaagstra, 

Rodney A. Clifton, and John C. Long.
189 What's your type of career? : find your perfect career by using your personality type 
190 Why we're all Romans : the Roman contribution to the Western world /Carl J. Richard.
191 Winning : reflections on an American obsession /Francesco Duina.
192 Winning body language : control the conversation, command attention, and 

convey the right message--without saying a word /Mark Bowden.
193 Women reinvented : true stories of empowerment & change /by The Healing Project.


